Name ______________________________________

Language & Linguistics Crossword
Solve the crossword using the list of words and the clues.
metaphor
1
3

2

4

similar
creole

5

preposition
6

construe

7

singular

8
9

10

construction
gender

11
12

plural
13

grammatical

14

verb
15

16

17

pronoun
18

binary
dative
19
20

unique
noun
linguistics
comprehensible
reduplication
abstract

Across
1. more than one; in grammar the opposite of
singular
5. repeating a word to alter its meaning
6. a word (part of speech) that can take the place
of a noun: you, I or me, he, she, it, they, him,
them, etc.
7. referring to only one
9. the study of languages and their forms and
meanings
11. a 'figure of speech' in which something is
described as something else ("You are my
sun!"-not literally true, but expressing how "you
light up my life.")
12. a grammatical term for a group of words (a
"case") relating to indirect objects
13. something that is built. In linguistics, a particular
grammatical form or structure
15. acceptable according to grammar rules
18. a word (part of speech) that tells what someone
does (like 'go' or 'learns' or a word like 'has' or
'is')
20. nearly the same

Down
2. one of a kind, with nothing similar
3. in grammar, a word (part of speech) that
connects two nouns in a sentence (in, under,
etc: The cat is in the box. No, it's under the
box!)
4. understandable
8. the classification of words in some languages
into masculine, feminine, or neutral
10. to analyze or explain the arrangement of words
in sentences and how that word order affects
meaning
14. in grammar, a word (part of speech) for a
person, place, or thing (a girl, the cities, a box,
etc.)
16. based on ideas rather than physical things that
can be seen or touched
17. a language that blends features of two or more
languages
19. having two possible forms or parts
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